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Osprey’s Xenon 70 backpack for women is ahead of the pack with its precise fit! Hiking
through the back country, we discovered how capable the Xenon 70 backpack is in
providing not only customization of comfort, but also in its compartmental design. No
need to purchase a day pack and overnight loader, Osprey used every opportunity to
provide quality optimization in one design.
Osprey’s water resistant Ultralight Nylon fabric allowed
expansion of packing items, so we filled her up for several
days! Load straps give you flexibility to expand the pack for
bulky items, and, more importantly, to cinch down the pack
load so gear doesn’t jiggle around while on the trail. Extra
straps at the base of the pack allow for additional gear, such
as ice ax and crampons to be lashed away as well. You have a
vertical zip access into main body that allows you to reach your
cooking items without having to take out everything up top.
There is a two-way zippered access to items stored at the
base. A quick zippered access is also available on the large
side pocket where an elastic band inside keeps the water
bottles secured. Additional stretch woven front and side
pockets accommodated us in allowing accessible items to be
stored. A great backpack design begins with a proper frame,
and the Xenon 70 sure has a solid foundation. A nice feature is the well padded shoulder
straps that form to your body. The Xenon 70 comes with a The AquaSource Recurve
which clips into the pack to carry your hydration bladder vertically down the backpanel
or across the top of your load for a steady water supply throughout the day. The fabric
is tough, pliable, and performs well with temperature fluctuations.
The Xenon 70 is also available in a Pacific blue and retails around $349.00. This pack
works great for women. Not only out in the back country, but also on short romps. The
Osprey Xenon 70 is a sleek design with smart specifications and compatibility that all
work together to make this a pack that will be around for many outdoor adventures.
Xenon is a wonderful approach pack when loaded with gear for a day hike up to a peak
bag.

